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A Study of “Beyrouth Centre-Ville”: Photographs of Robert Frank and Josef Koudelka
Kasumi KUGO
????????
?Lebanon endured a long civil war from 1975 to 1990. After the civil war ended, the new Prime Minister Rafiq 
Hariri enforced a new city reconstruction plan. It is commonly believed that this urban plan ignored the people 
who lived there and their memories, since his primary aim was urgent economic recovery that would lead to visi-
ble reconstruction. Therefore, intellectuals?especially artists exiled abroad?criticized Hariri’s policy and 
advanced the idea that confronting the war was necessary to rebuild their society. The photo book, “Beyrouth 
Centre-Ville” is one of the earliest projects that struggled with the Lebanese aftermath problem. This paper pri-
marily focuses on how this photo book project attempted to maintain the memory of the old city that had been 
destroyed and would never return. In particular, this paper examines Robert Frank and Josef Koudelka’s photo-
graphs from “Beyrouth Centre-Ville.” Both these photographers depicted traces of the city before the civil war but 
their styles were completely different. These photographs provide an idea how photographs can preserve memo-
ries of the past that have been lost.
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